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Sir William Halsted
• Johns Hopkins 1889

• First surgical residency US

• Consisted of:
– … - Internship
– 6 yr - assistant resident
– 2 yr - house surgeon

• First resident left … to 
teach anatomy



1960: 

75 % teaching 

occurred at 

bedside

1978: 

dropped to < 16%

Estimated even 

lower nowadays 

Selgiman, 1890. Belevedere



As usual he neither spoke to his patient nor gave 
him a smile. While he talked, very grave and upright, 
he would hold the wasted body beneath his two 
hands, sometimes giving it a gentle roll to and fro, in 
just the attitude of a woman handling a rolling pin. 
Not that número 57 minded this kind of thing. 
Obviously he was an old hospital inmate, a regular 
exhibit at lectures, his liver long since marked down 
for a bottle in some pathological museum. Utterly 
uninterested in what was said about him, he would 
lie with his colorless eyes gazing at nothing, while 
the doctor showed him off like a piece of antique 
china.

“How the poor die” 

George Orwell



Simulated learning experiences not only 
allow learners to practice and err without 
patients suffering adverse clinical 
consequences … the arguments are so 
persuasive that  some have proposed that 
absence of simulation training is unethical…

Teteris et al, 2012



Assumptions

• Simulators result in meaningful learning

• Skills can be transferred to real patients

• Closer to real world the better.



Past century research focused 
on finding conditions of learning 
that enhance or impede transfer



First, most studies fail to find 
transfer. Second, those studies 
claiming transfer can only be said 
to have found transfer by the most 
generous criteria and would not 
meet the classical definition of 
transfer

Detterman: Transfer on trial



Transfer
The river crossing problem

Transfer occurs only when relationship between problems  made explicit  and 
from the most difficult to the easiest one 





Mema, Park, Mylopoulos: preliminary data



Efficient transfer requires a 
sufficient degree of original 

learning 



See one, 
do one 

Mastery 
learning 



Mastery learning model
(Practice until a set “standard” is achieved)

Wayne, McGaghie, Barsuk



Virtual Reality Bronchoscopy



Training in Simulation

• Mastery Learning

• Deliberate Practice

• What is the ‘Reality’? 

• How much TIME needed in simulation?



Learning Curves 
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Allocation of Time to 
Learning a Skill

• Time

–Perishable resource

–Once relapsed, not renewable

• Learners’ Decisions

–Many demands, competing tasks

–Δ Improvement vs. Tme spent



Allocation of Time 



Discrepancy Reduction



Discrepancy Reduction

• Focusing study when least competent: 

– Intuitive

• If time unlimited: 

–Want to master everything

• Focus on one aspect: 

–at expense of others

• Time pressure: 

– focus on efficient route to ‘good’ performance
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Competition ‘Retire on a High’
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“Good Enough”

http://www.notorious-rob.com/2017/03/local-expert-what-is-required/



Context

“Nothing can compare with the 
learning that happens at the 

bedside” 



• Plateau

– Few learners  ‘maximize’ (get most  out of simulation)

• Limited Time

– Juggling demands, learners seek the most effective 
training context

• Supervision

– Required during ‘independent Practice’

Mema, Park, Mylopoulos: preliminary data 



Learning is context dependent



Transfer of situated learning
affordances and constraints  

Greeno, Moore, Smith: Transfer of situated learning, 1996



Transfer of skills
US guided CVL 

Mema & Harris; Teach Learn Med, 2016



Transfer of skills: US guided CVL
constraints 

Mema & Harris; Teach Learn Med, 2016

Consequences
Complexity
Contemporaneous Troubleshooting



“It was basically the first time in a new place, I 
felt I need more time and it’s not good for the 
patient to delay things … I was thinking: I hope 
somebody takes this procedure away from me. 
So twice I pretended that I had punctured the 
skin when I had not … and I hoped that the staff 
would say: enough now, you had two 
attempts…”



Transfer is difficult to find 
because we tend to think 
from a perspective that blinds 
us to its presence

Brandsford & Schwartz: Rethinking transfer 



Sequestered problem solving



• Simulation to generate a finished 
product v. prepared to learn solve new 
problems

• Creates  a set of experiences that 
enriches subsequent learning, but 
further learning is needed.







Simulation & Apprenticeship

Simulation Apprenticeship



Knowledge and the Sun
“Learning Illuminates a Situation without Reproducing It”

Plato  424 BC



… I now see that this is the 
kind of chance that  a 
teacher hopes for and 
dreams about-a chance to 
see bright young students 
take an idea they  have 
learned in a boring old 
classroom and put it to a 
real test in their own world. 
I am mostly here to watch 
it happen ...


